
Exploring the Unknown of the Ross Sea in Sea Ice–FreeExploring the Unknown of the Ross Sea in Sea Ice–Free
ConditionsConditions

A team of polar scientists aboard the A team of polar scientists aboard the OGS Explora,OGS Explora, cruising in rare ice-free conditions, cruising in rare ice-free conditions,

discovered new evidence of ancient and modern-day ice sheet sensitivity to climaticdiscovered new evidence of ancient and modern-day ice sheet sensitivity to climatic

fluctuations.fluctuations.



View of the Ross ice shelf from the View of the Ross ice shelf from the OGS Explora,OGS Explora, 9 February 2017. Despite the low temperature of the sea, water 9 February 2017. Despite the low temperature of the sea, water

evaporates in the very dry and even colder air. Credit: Michele Rebesco (OGS)evaporates in the very dry and even colder air. Credit: Michele Rebesco (OGS)
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Kovacevic, Jennifer Gales, Kim Sookwan, and Elisabetta OlivoKovacevic, Jennifer Gales, Kim Sookwan, and Elisabetta Olivo   11 October 2018 11 October 2018

An international team of scientists boarded the research vessel An international team of scientists boarded the research vessel OGS ExploraOGS Explora in the port of Hobart, Tasmania, on 19 in the port of Hobart, Tasmania, on 19

January 2017, heading out on a 2-month expedition to unlock the secrets of Antarctic ice sheet response to past,January 2017, heading out on a 2-month expedition to unlock the secrets of Antarctic ice sheet response to past,

present, and future climate change.present, and future climate change.

The team met the smallest extent of Antarctic sea ice recorded in the past 20 years.The team met the smallest extent of Antarctic sea ice recorded in the past 20 years.

The team, whose members hailed from Italy, Great Britain, China, Croatia, France, Spain, and South Korea, met theThe team, whose members hailed from Italy, Great Britain, China, Croatia, France, Spain, and South Korea, met the

smallest extent of Antarctic sea ice recorded in the past 20 years. This unusual circumstance provided the raresmallest extent of Antarctic sea ice recorded in the past 20 years. This unusual circumstance provided the rare
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opportunity to circumnavigate the Ross Sea and collect unique data in places that are almost always covered by iceopportunity to circumnavigate the Ross Sea and collect unique data in places that are almost always covered by ice

and had remained unexplored.and had remained unexplored.

Funded by the Italian National Antarctic Research Program (PNRA) and the European Funded by the Italian National Antarctic Research Program (PNRA) and the European EUROFLEETSEUROFLEETS

(http://www.eurofleets.eu/np4/home.html)(http://www.eurofleets.eu/np4/home.html) project, the scientists aboard the  project, the scientists aboard the OGS ExploraOGS Explora

(http://www.ogs.trieste.it/en/content/research-vessel-ogs-explora)(http://www.ogs.trieste.it/en/content/research-vessel-ogs-explora) brought expertise in disciplines such as geology, brought expertise in disciplines such as geology,

geophysics, oceanography, glaciology, and climatology. The vessel itself, owned by the Italian National Institute ofgeophysics, oceanography, glaciology, and climatology. The vessel itself, owned by the Italian National Institute of

Oceanography and Applied Geophysics (Oceanography and Applied Geophysics (OGSOGS  (http://www.ogs.trieste.it/en/content/research-vessel-ogs-explora) (http://www.ogs.trieste.it/en/content/research-vessel-ogs-explora)), was on its), was on its

11th Antarctic expedition.11th Antarctic expedition.

http://www.eurofleets.eu/np4/home.html
http://www.ogs.trieste.it/en/content/research-vessel-ogs-explora
http://www.ogs.trieste.it/en/content/research-vessel-ogs-explora


The The OGS Explora,OGS Explora, sailing near Cape Washington during its 2017 expedition to the Ross Sea. Credit: Federica sailing near Cape Washington during its 2017 expedition to the Ross Sea. Credit: Federica

CerinoCerino



Together, the ship-bound scientists sought answers to the following questions: What role does seafloor morphologyTogether, the ship-bound scientists sought answers to the following questions: What role does seafloor morphology

play in the interaction between the Southern Ocean and the Antarctic ice sheet? Where exactly on the continentalplay in the interaction between the Southern Ocean and the Antarctic ice sheet? Where exactly on the continental

shelf do deep warm water, bottom water, and frigid ice shelf waters enter into and flow out of the basins? What doesshelf do deep warm water, bottom water, and frigid ice shelf waters enter into and flow out of the basins? What does

the morphology of the seafloor reveal about past ice sheet dynamics and ocean circulation?the morphology of the seafloor reveal about past ice sheet dynamics and ocean circulation?

The Ross SeaThe Ross Sea
The Ross Sea feeds into the Southern Ocean’s Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), the coldest and densest water massThe Ross Sea feeds into the Southern Ocean’s Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), the coldest and densest water mass

in the world. As the seawater sinks, it ventilates and circulates the frigid waters of the abyss.in the world. As the seawater sinks, it ventilates and circulates the frigid waters of the abyss.

The southern boundary of the Ross Sea is the The southern boundary of the Ross Sea is the Ross ice shelfRoss ice shelf  (https://eos.org/articles/fresh-insights-into-what-protects- (https://eos.org/articles/fresh-insights-into-what-protects-

antarcticas-ross-ice-shelf)antarcticas-ross-ice-shelf)—Earth’s largest body of floating land ice—which starts floating at the grounding zone of some—Earth’s largest body of floating land ice—which starts floating at the grounding zone of some

of the largest Antarctic ice streams. For a schematic of water currents below Antarctica’s ice shelves and on theof the largest Antarctic ice streams. For a schematic of water currents below Antarctica’s ice shelves and on the

continental margin, see Figure 1.continental margin, see Figure 1.

https://eos.org/articles/fresh-insights-into-what-protects-antarcticas-ross-ice-shelf




Fig. 1. Conceptual and simplified view of the Antarctic polar system, with the directions of the AABW, AntarcticFig. 1. Conceptual and simplified view of the Antarctic polar system, with the directions of the AABW, Antarctic

Circumpolar Current (ACC), ASC, CDW, and High-Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW) marked. Also marked areCircumpolar Current (ACC), ASC, CDW, and High-Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW) marked. Also marked are

modified CDW (mCDW) and modified Ice Shelf Water (mISW), so labeled because they represent distinct bodiesmodified CDW (mCDW) and modified Ice Shelf Water (mISW), so labeled because they represent distinct bodies

formed by mixing currents. A circled X means flow into the image, and a circled dot means flow out of the image.formed by mixing currents. A circled X means flow into the image, and a circled dot means flow out of the image.

Note that the oceanic processes represented in 2-D view for the purpose of the illustration might not occur at theNote that the oceanic processes represented in 2-D view for the purpose of the illustration might not occur at the

same locations on the continental shelf. Credit: Modified from same locations on the continental shelf. Credit: Modified from Colleoni et al.Colleoni et al. [2018] [2018]

Over the course of 30 to 40 million years, sediments accumulating on the ocean floor below the Ross Sea wereOver the course of 30 to 40 million years, sediments accumulating on the ocean floor below the Ross Sea were

preserved in the continental shelf basins, recording the historical advances and retreats of the Antarctic ice sheet.preserved in the continental shelf basins, recording the historical advances and retreats of the Antarctic ice sheet.

The Ross Sea is therefore a unique natural laboratory in which we can observe both The Ross Sea is therefore a unique natural laboratory in which we can observe both modernmodern  (https://eos.org/features/on- (https://eos.org/features/on-

the-rocks-the-challenges-of-predicting-sea-level-rise)the-rocks-the-challenges-of-predicting-sea-level-rise) and  and ancientancient  (https://eos.org/articles/deja-vu-ocean-warmth-melted-ancient-west- (https://eos.org/articles/deja-vu-ocean-warmth-melted-ancient-west-

antarctic-ice-shelf)antarctic-ice-shelf) sensitivities of frozen water masses—our cryosphere—to global climate warming. There, scientists sensitivities of frozen water masses—our cryosphere—to global climate warming. There, scientists

can collect data relevant to ice melting, ocean freshening, circulation strength, seabed erosion and deposition by icecan collect data relevant to ice melting, ocean freshening, circulation strength, seabed erosion and deposition by ice

sheets, and oceanic bottom current flow.sheets, and oceanic bottom current flow.

Our FocusOur Focus
The The OGS ExploraOGS Explora research team set out to gain a better understanding of the interaction between the  research team set out to gain a better understanding of the interaction between the SouthernSouthern

OceanOcean  (https://eos.org/research-spotlights/a-complete-picture-of-southern-ocean-surface-circulation) (https://eos.org/research-spotlights/a-complete-picture-of-southern-ocean-surface-circulation) and the Antarctic ice sheet. To and the Antarctic ice sheet. To

determine the role of seafloor morphology in this interaction, we collected evidence for both modern and ancientdetermine the role of seafloor morphology in this interaction, we collected evidence for both modern and ancient

glacier pathways, West Antarctic ice stream activity, and the flow of the Antarctic Slope Current (ASC). We also hadglacier pathways, West Antarctic ice stream activity, and the flow of the Antarctic Slope Current (ASC). We also had

other targets of investigation: to locate Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) inflows to the continental shelf as well asother targets of investigation: to locate Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) inflows to the continental shelf as well as

Ross Sea Bottom Water (RSBW) and supercold Ice Shelf Water (ISW) outflows from the Ross Ice shelf (Figure 2).Ross Sea Bottom Water (RSBW) and supercold Ice Shelf Water (ISW) outflows from the Ross Ice shelf (Figure 2).

https://eos.org/features/on-the-rocks-the-challenges-of-predicting-sea-level-rise
https://eos.org/articles/deja-vu-ocean-warmth-melted-ancient-west-antarctic-ice-shelf
https://eos.org/research-spotlights/a-complete-picture-of-southern-ocean-surface-circulation


Fig. 2. A map of the 2017 Fig. 2. A map of the 2017 OGS ExploraOGS Explora multibeam survey, showing the principal water masses that form and mix multibeam survey, showing the principal water masses that form and mix

in the Ross Sea. ISW is the Ice Shelf Water, which forms by melting of the Ross ice shelf; HSSW is the High-in the Ross Sea. ISW is the Ice Shelf Water, which forms by melting of the Ross ice shelf; HSSW is the High-

Salinity Shelf Water, which forms in the continental shelf region. CDW is the Circumpolar Antarctic Deep Water,Salinity Shelf Water, which forms in the continental shelf region. CDW is the Circumpolar Antarctic Deep Water,

which encroaches on the continental shelf; RSBW is the Ross Sea Bottom Water, which forms by mixing ofwhich encroaches on the continental shelf; RSBW is the Ross Sea Bottom Water, which forms by mixing of



HSSW and CDW and flows downslope to feed the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW); and ASC is the geostrophicHSSW and CDW and flows downslope to feed the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW); and ASC is the geostrophic

Antarctic Slope Current, which flows westward around the Antarctic continental margin. The 2017 Antarctic Slope Current, which flows westward around the Antarctic continental margin. The 2017 OGS ExploraOGS Explora

expedition was funded by the Italian National Antarctic Research Program (PNRA) and included the Westexpedition was funded by the Italian National Antarctic Research Program (PNRA) and included the West

Antarctic Ice Sheet History from Slope Processes (WHISPERS), the Ocean Dynamics from the Sediment Drifts ofAntarctic Ice Sheet History from Slope Processes (WHISPERS), the Ocean Dynamics from the Sediment Drifts of

the Ross Sea (ODYSSEA), and the Glacial Evolution in the North-Western Ross Sea (GLEVORS) projects and anthe Ross Sea (ODYSSEA), and the Glacial Evolution in the North-Western Ross Sea (GLEVORS) projects and an

additional survey in the Southern Ocean over the Macquarie triple point (not shown). Another project achievedadditional survey in the Southern Ocean over the Macquarie triple point (not shown). Another project achieved

during the 2017 during the 2017 OGS ExploraOGS Explora expedition is the Antarctic Ice Sheet Stability from Continental Slope Process expedition is the Antarctic Ice Sheet Stability from Continental Slope Process

(ANTSSS) that was funded by FP7/EU-EUROFLEETS-2. Data collected by the (ANTSSS) that was funded by FP7/EU-EUROFLEETS-2. Data collected by the OGS ExploraOGS Explora in 2017 were used in in 2017 were used in

2018 to help pick two sites for IODP Expedition 374 (stars). C.H. stands for Cape Hallett, and C.W. stands for2018 to help pick two sites for IODP Expedition 374 (stars). C.H. stands for Cape Hallett, and C.W. stands for

Cape Washington; these are the sites of two photographs in this report. Credit: Daniela Accettella (OGS)Cape Washington; these are the sites of two photographs in this report. Credit: Daniela Accettella (OGS)

Capturing ocean processes at different timescales was complex and challenging. Previous studies [Capturing ocean processes at different timescales was complex and challenging. Previous studies [De Santis et al.,De Santis et al.,

1995; 1995; Bergamasco et al.,Bergamasco et al., 2002;  2002; Anderson et al.,Anderson et al., 2014;  2014; Sauli et al.,Sauli et al., 2014] helped determine which sites to 2014] helped determine which sites to

investigate. We measured ocean currents and water properties, and we located spots of water mass exchange acrossinvestigate. We measured ocean currents and water properties, and we located spots of water mass exchange across

the edge of the continental shelf. One crucial part of the puzzle involved finding past imprints of these same oceanthe edge of the continental shelf. One crucial part of the puzzle involved finding past imprints of these same ocean

dynamic features in the sediments and paleomorphology of this continental margin.dynamic features in the sediments and paleomorphology of this continental margin.

The Tools We UsedThe Tools We Used





The stern of The stern of OGS ExploraOGS Explora on its way to the Ross Sea during its 2017 expedition, showing technicians preparing on its way to the Ross Sea during its 2017 expedition, showing technicians preparing

and calibrating different oceanographic and geophysical tools on the vessel’s back deck. In the center, techniciansand calibrating different oceanographic and geophysical tools on the vessel’s back deck. In the center, technicians

examine a “rosette,” a carousel of bottles used for collecting water at various vertical depths. In the lower right,examine a “rosette,” a carousel of bottles used for collecting water at various vertical depths. In the lower right,

scientists test air guns, the active seismic source used to collect the seismic data. Credit: Laura De Santisscientists test air guns, the active seismic source used to collect the seismic data. Credit: Laura De Santis

We used profiling tools to record multibeam sonar and subbottom chirp survey data from the seabed, inWe used profiling tools to record multibeam sonar and subbottom chirp survey data from the seabed, in

combination with acoustic Doppler current profiles (Figure 1). To measure oceanic temperature and salinitycombination with acoustic Doppler current profiles (Figure 1). To measure oceanic temperature and salinity

variations with depth, we carried out oceanographic transects across the continental shelf edge as well as along thevariations with depth, we carried out oceanographic transects across the continental shelf edge as well as along the

front of the Ross ice shelf using expendable bathythermographs and temperature-conductivity-depth profilers.front of the Ross ice shelf using expendable bathythermographs and temperature-conductivity-depth profilers.

Reflection seismic profiles were collected near Victoria Land, across the continental shelf edge of GlomarReflection seismic profiles were collected near Victoria Land, across the continental shelf edge of Glomar

Challenger Basin and Little America Basin, and at the base of the continental slope on the flank of Iselin Bank,Challenger Basin and Little America Basin, and at the base of the continental slope on the flank of Iselin Bank,

where previous campaigns [where previous campaigns [Bergamasco et al.,Bergamasco et al., 2002] had captured the RSBW and ISW outflow and the CDW 2002] had captured the RSBW and ISW outflow and the CDW

inflow.inflow.

What We FoundWhat We Found
We observed wedge-shaped sedimentary landforms created by the advances and retreats of glaciers at theWe observed wedge-shaped sedimentary landforms created by the advances and retreats of glaciers at the

grounding zone between Coulman Island and Cape Hallett (Victoria Land). We also saw sediment drifts formed bygrounding zone between Coulman Island and Cape Hallett (Victoria Land). We also saw sediment drifts formed by

bottom currents in a fjord, over shallow banks, and along the continental slope. We collected sediment gravity coresbottom currents in a fjord, over shallow banks, and along the continental slope. We collected sediment gravity cores

and box cores within these features. In addition, we studied key areas where the heat and salt exchange between theand box cores within these features. In addition, we studied key areas where the heat and salt exchange between the

open ocean and the Antarctic ice sheet continues today as it likely has for millennia.open ocean and the Antarctic ice sheet continues today as it likely has for millennia.



Scientists unscrew the cutting top of the gravity core to unthread its internal plastic liner. The liner contains mudScientists unscrew the cutting top of the gravity core to unthread its internal plastic liner. The liner contains mud

recovered from below the seafloor during a 2017 expedition of the recovered from below the seafloor during a 2017 expedition of the OGS ExploraOGS Explora to the Ross Sea. Credit: Laura De to the Ross Sea. Credit: Laura De

SantisSantis



We found that the supercold ISW outflow originates at the front of the Ross ice shelf at about 180° longitude. WeWe found that the supercold ISW outflow originates at the front of the Ross ice shelf at about 180° longitude. We

measured temperature, outflow dynamics, and other water properties as the ISW spilled over the continental shelfmeasured temperature, outflow dynamics, and other water properties as the ISW spilled over the continental shelf

edge, between the Glomar Challenger Basin and the Iselin Bank. Similar measurements were made to locate theedge, between the Glomar Challenger Basin and the Iselin Bank. Similar measurements were made to locate the

ASC and CDW intrusions onto the continental shelf.ASC and CDW intrusions onto the continental shelf.

The data tell a story hundreds of thousands—up to millions—of years in the making, revealing the interconnectivityThe data tell a story hundreds of thousands—up to millions—of years in the making, revealing the interconnectivity

among ice masses.among ice masses.

We also imaged what looks to be imprints of past ocean dynamics and ice sheet meltwater pathways along andWe also imaged what looks to be imprints of past ocean dynamics and ice sheet meltwater pathways along and

across the continental shelf edge, seen through seismic profiles and multibeam seafloor mapping (Figure 1).across the continental shelf edge, seen through seismic profiles and multibeam seafloor mapping (Figure 1).

Preliminary analysis of the data revealed a variety of gullies along the continental shelf margin, possibly formed byPreliminary analysis of the data revealed a variety of gullies along the continental shelf margin, possibly formed by

changing hydrology patterns and different types of ice sheet flows, as well as by the exchange of ocean water masseschanging hydrology patterns and different types of ice sheet flows, as well as by the exchange of ocean water masses

across the continental shelf edge.across the continental shelf edge.

The data recorded during this expedition provide insights into how ocean dynamics influences the depositional andThe data recorded during this expedition provide insights into how ocean dynamics influences the depositional and

erosional processes of the continental margin as well as the ice sheet–ice shelf interaction with the ocean. They tellerosional processes of the continental margin as well as the ice sheet–ice shelf interaction with the ocean. They tell

a story hundreds of thousands—up to millions—of years in the making, revealing the interconnectivity among icea story hundreds of thousands—up to millions—of years in the making, revealing the interconnectivity among ice

masses such as the vast Ross ice shelf and the Victoria Land glaciers. The data also reveal the evolution of themasses such as the vast Ross ice shelf and the Victoria Land glaciers. The data also reveal the evolution of the

continental shelf, its interaction with marine and glaciological processes, and features of synoptic ocean dynamics.continental shelf, its interaction with marine and glaciological processes, and features of synoptic ocean dynamics.

Such processes have affected the stability of the West Antarctic ice sheet for more than 5 million years [Such processes have affected the stability of the West Antarctic ice sheet for more than 5 million years [Naish et al.,Naish et al.,

2009], particularly during warm climate periods, when ice sheets probably retreated or collapsed [2009], particularly during warm climate periods, when ice sheets probably retreated or collapsed [Pollard andPollard and

DeConto, DeConto, 2009].2009].

Forward FlowForward Flow



A view from the deck of the A view from the deck of the OGS ExploraOGS Explora during its 2017 expedition to during its 2017 expedition to

the Ross Sea. The mountains and glaciers beyond Cape Hallett rise inthe Ross Sea. The mountains and glaciers beyond Cape Hallett rise in

the background. Credit: Laura De Santisthe background. Credit: Laura De Santis

The pioneering research initiated by the The pioneering research initiated by the OGS ExploraOGS Explora expedition is expected to launch a new generation of expedition is expected to launch a new generation of

scientific projects. Data collected during the 2017 expedition were used to determine Ross Sea research sites for thescientific projects. Data collected during the 2017 expedition were used to determine Ross Sea research sites for the

2018 International Ocean Discovery Program (IODP) Expedition 374. The 2018 expedition, which ran from 42018 International Ocean Discovery Program (IODP) Expedition 374. The 2018 expedition, which ran from 4

January through 8 March, collected cores and other data that will help those studying polar conditions toJanuary through 8 March, collected cores and other data that will help those studying polar conditions to

reconstruct the extent of the Antarctic ice sheet over the past 20 million years, during which Earth has undergonereconstruct the extent of the Antarctic ice sheet over the past 20 million years, during which Earth has undergone



significant changes in atmospheric-oceanic circulation, atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration, and globalsignificant changes in atmospheric-oceanic circulation, atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration, and global

temperature. Understanding how an ice sheet responds to global past climate fluctuations will help predict itstemperature. Understanding how an ice sheet responds to global past climate fluctuations will help predict its

vulnerabilityvulnerability  (https://eos.org/scientific-press/glaciers-in-east-antarctica-also-imperiled-by-climate-change) (https://eos.org/scientific-press/glaciers-in-east-antarctica-also-imperiled-by-climate-change) to  to ongoingongoing

(https://eos.org/articles/new-maps-highlight-antarcticas-flowing-ice)(https://eos.org/articles/new-maps-highlight-antarcticas-flowing-ice) and  and futurefuture  (https://eos.org/editors-vox/warm-waters-in-west- (https://eos.org/editors-vox/warm-waters-in-west-

antarctica)antarctica)  globalglobal  (https://eos.org/research-spotlights/what-regions-are-most-at-risk-for-ice-loss-in-east-antarctica) (https://eos.org/research-spotlights/what-regions-are-most-at-risk-for-ice-loss-in-east-antarctica)  climateclimate

(https://eos.org/editors-vox/icy-interactions)(https://eos.org/editors-vox/icy-interactions)  changechange  (https://eos.org/articles/six-points-of-perspective-on-larsen-cs-huge-new-iceberg) (https://eos.org/articles/six-points-of-perspective-on-larsen-cs-huge-new-iceberg)..

Observations from the polar regions, where the effects of climate change on the environment are amplified, are stillObservations from the polar regions, where the effects of climate change on the environment are amplified, are still

too sparse. Subsequent expeditions can complete the seabed mapping and sampling and measure the water columntoo sparse. Subsequent expeditions can complete the seabed mapping and sampling and measure the water column

changes that signal continental shelf-to-slope heat exchange processes, ocean water mass mixing, and ice sheetchanges that signal continental shelf-to-slope heat exchange processes, ocean water mass mixing, and ice sheet

dynamics. The polar scientific community is eager to improve its understanding and predictions of climate systemdynamics. The polar scientific community is eager to improve its understanding and predictions of climate system

evolution—a fundamental step toward defining effective policy actions to mitigate potentially adverse effects ofevolution—a fundamental step toward defining effective policy actions to mitigate potentially adverse effects of

global climate change.global climate change.
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